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Abstract 

Smart garments also known as wearable technology are 

made of electronic textiles.  Seamless integration of 

flexible circuitry, sensors, antennas and power sources are 

key components to allow the reliable and successful 

operation of any wearable technology. Smart garments 

present new and exciting challenges to the world of design; 

it is a stimulating new field at the intersection of design, 

fashion, science, and technology with a large array of 

problems that have yet to be solved. Full integration of 

electronics, production methods, power, communication 

systems and circuitry are problems that cannot be 

resolved without multidisciplinary efforts. Collaborations 

that combine theoretical and experimental work in diverse 

disciplines; from biotechnology, medicine, material 

sciences, electronics, computer science and textile 

technology, to textile, product   and fashion design are 

essential for the successful design, production and true 

wearability of advanced technology. Within the health care 

industry is an array of opportunities to develop wearable 

technology that can improve patient care and safety while 

reducing operating costs.  Blending modes of medical 

diagnostics and functional technologies into advanced 

wearable textiles will replace bulky instrumentation, 

increase patient comfort and improve patient and care 

giver mobility. Smart garments also have the potential to 

display critical information, including written and spoken 

messages, or can monitor and communicate physiological 

parameters such as breathing, heart rate and other vital 

signs. Academic research institutions are in a unique 

position to create world-class learning and research 

environments that explore these issues through 

collaboration with colleges of Arts and Design, 

Nanotechnology, Material Sciences, Engineering, Medicine, 

Nursing and Health, and Information Technology. Through 

creative research initiatives, coordinated efforts can be 

created towards the development of smart and sustainable 

clothing and accessories as well as explore alternative 

manufacturing methods. 

 
Figure 1. A design concept for an integrated system of 

wearable electronic  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. A design concept for integrated energy storage 

produced by screen printing non-toxic carbon materials 

onto woven cotton and polyester textiles. (Figure courtesy 

of K. Jost et al. Energy and Environmental Science, 

5060-5067. 4. 2011) 
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Abstract 

The woven works of “overl(e)ap” series are the 

exploration of weave structures, materials and images. 

The weaving structure is always the important part of my 

works. Weave structure is not only an interlacement of 

warp and weft yarns but also a mean to convey personal 

ideas.  

 

To extend the concept of traditional compound weave 

structures to compound weaving files, a new imagery is 

created. By overlapping files, some parts will overleap. 

In other words, weave structures can transform images.  

The other side of overlapping is unraveling. By using light 

sensitive yarns and different light sources, the action of 

unraveling happens.  

 

Understanding traditional way of designing weaving file 

is the basis for creating new way of design and new 

forms. Digital tools are powerful for manufacturing and 

also for creating new forms. The concept of computer is 

originated from Jacquard loom; new forms of Jacquard 

weaving design have been helped by powerful digital 

tools now. This is an example of interaction between art 

and technology.  

 

1. Subject 

Weaving is not a 2D media. The interlacement of warp 

and weft thread is a very thin 3D structure to me. When 

the fine threads accumulate and an image is gradually 

revealed, that is the most intriguing part of weaving.  

 

The structure creates color effects, image, and textures. 

I intend to weave non-functional objects by using 

non-traditional materials and structures. Jacquard 

weaving can create photographic image easily. Because 

of this characteristic, my works have photo images. From 

a photo, untold stories and memory will be revealed. 

 

The inspirations of my works are from events happen in 

my daily life, images encountered on the internet or 

photos from many resources. 

 

For this series, the subjects are no longer about my 

personal memory. It is more like the record of my daily 

life. The choosing of the images and the way to 

manipulate them are done intuitionally. The final works 

tell me about what my concern was deep inside my mind. 

   

There are themes that are involved in this series. 

 

1.1. Overlapping of images 

 

By overlapping different images and files to let weave 

structures interact, some details might disappear or 

sometimes all layers are visible and mix with each other. 

This character is different from the layering of images in 

Photoshop. A complex result of semi-dissolved images 

shows a transformed image but clues are visible. This is 

the metaphor of the mixture of different times, areas and 

thinking.   

 

1.2 unraveling of images 

When different layers of images have similar color but 

react to light differently, different light sources become a 

tool to unravel certain layer (image) and conceal other 

layers. Unlike overlapped color images, the white woven 

fabric conceals other layers and is waiting for unraveling. 

 

1.3 Emotional color combination 

 

Trying strong color combination and to find the beauty of 

conflicting between colors. To use the colors I usually 

don‟t use is a way to explore new possibilities and new 

palette of my work. Harmonious color combination is not 

my concern. To express emotional feeling through colors 

is more important.  

   

2. Techniques  

Jacquard hand weaving is the technique used for this 

series. To create Jacquard weaving files is different from 

the past. By using computer software, the process of 

designing Jacquard weaving file is extremely fast now. 

Can the tool have other contribution beside speed?  

Here are some new ways of creating Jacquard design 

from the result of my experiments. 

 

2.1 Compound weaving files 

 

Complex weaving structures is my interest. Compound 

weaving can create colorful textiles, like samitum, 

taquate. Two or more shuttles (wefts) with different 

colors are used to form colorful textiles. Today the 

weft-backed structures replace the old samitum and all 

the combinations include the muddy color effects are 

used.  

 

For this series the idea about “compound” is extended 

from weave structure to weaving file.   

 

 
Figure 1. Weft-backed structure 

 

 

2.2 Parallel (echo) drafting   

 

Parallel (echo) drafting is a new way of design dobby 

weave. When this concept is applied to Jacquard design, 

a different look of the image is created.  
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2.3 Woven pixels 

 

The mechanical aspect of Jacquard loom is tightly related 

to computer. One pixel represents one end of yarn. One 

dot (pixel) of the draft means the intersection of warp 

and weft. If we don‟t use the traditional process of 

designing Jacquard file, what will happen? If we 

manipulate the image file in photographic software and 

weave it, can it be a reasonable fabric? From my 

experiment, I found a free, exciting and provocative 

interlacement is created.  

 

3. Materials  

To use metal thread happened in my very early works, 

for the reason of making free standing sculpture form. To 

weave with metal thread is a reasonable next step. 

Another reason for using non-traditional materials is the 

lacking of natural fiber for hand weaving in Taiwan. In 

Taiwan nature fiber thread are all imported. It is easier to 

buy stainless steel thread than silk yarn here.  

 

3.1 Contrast of materials. 

 

The shining quality of the metal thread is also attractive 

to me. It reflects light and project a feeling of lightness. 

To use metal and common yarn in one piece is to get the 

contrast of the surface qualities.  

 

 
 Figure 3. Detail of “Self-portrait 2010”, Jacquard hand 

woven; cotton, polyester; 2010. 

 

3.2 Light sensitive yarns 

 

Because of the functional or technical textile is the main 

goal of Taiwan‟s textile industry now, it is easy to find 

yarns like: UV thread, luminescent, light reflective and 

color changing threads.  By install rotating light sources, 

different light will bring out different layer‟s image.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. “Turning Point”, Jacquard hand woven; cotton, polyester; L. 700cm; 2011. 
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Figure 5. “Wall of Tree”, Jacquard hand woven; cotton, steel, luminescent thread; 400x284cm; 2011; under normal 

light. 

 
Figure 6. “Wall of Tree”, Jacquard hand woven; under UV light. 
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Figure 7. “Wall of Tree”, Jacquard hand woven; in the dark, 

 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

In the series many materials are used and try different 

way of presentation. The important thing is new forms 

are created. My attitude toward art making is always 

experimenting. To find new imagery from new tool is 

important to me. We can not satisfy with improving the 

speed only when we use computer to design Jacquard 

weaving. New forms are waiting for artists and designers 

to explore. The creating of “Overl(e)ap” is exciting and 

rewarding to me.  
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Abstract 

3D spacer fabric has been developed and introduced to 

the market for a widening range of market application, 

including comfort cushioning and shock absorbency with 

excellent recovery properties. Therefore, it is taking over 

the use of foam and plastics shield in many protective 

clothing, such as hip protectors, nowadays. And there 

are different kinds of 3D spacer fabric in the market with 

different constructions, different thicknesses, 

compression characteristics and yarn combinations for 

different end uses [1]. 

 

Although 3D spacer fabric has been developed and 

applied on many different areas, from domestic bedding 

and furniture; to automotive and fighter aircraft seating, 

military combat and active wear; to healthcare and 

safety wear [1], the sewing of 3D spacer fabric in 

clothing manufacturing is still a critical problem 

unresolved due to the problems and difficulties 

happened during sewing, which also limited the uses of 

3D spacer fabric as well as the effectiveness and 

efficiency in manufacturing stage. 

 

In this project, different types of top stitching have been 

added on top of the 3D spacer fabric to investigate the 

relationship between the compression properties and top 

stitching applied as well as the relationship between the 

distortion of fabric and the density, direction and pattern 

of the top stitching applied. 

 

1. Introduction 

3D spacer fabric has been developed and introduced to 

the market for a widening range of market application, 

including comfort cushioning and shock absorbency with 

excellent recovery properties [1]. 3D spacer fabrics are 

three-dimensional warp knitted textile consisting of two 

separate outer fabric layers joined together but kept 

apart by spacer yarns, which are generally 

monofilaments in their structure. [2] They are produced 

on high-speed double-needle bar Raschel machines and 

the outer fabric layers and spacer yarns are knitted 

together in one single process with a wide range of 

structure variations. In addition, the materials 

commonly used for spacer fabrics are polyester 

multifilament and monofilament [3]. 

 

Although 3D spacer fabric has been developed and 

applied on many different areas, from domestic bedding 

and furniture; to automotive and fighter aircraft seating, 

military combat and active wear; to healthcare and 

safety wear [1], the sewing of 3D spacer fabric in 

clothing area is still a critical problem unresolved due to 

the problems and difficulties happened during sewing, 

which also limited the uses of 3D spacer fabric as well as 

the effectiveness and efficiency in manufacturing stage. 

 

This paper reports a study on the compression properties 

and distortion of a warp-knitted spacer fabric with 

different types of top stitching on it. With an attempt to 

evaluate the effect of top stitching which will be applied 

on the 3D spacer fabric during the manufacturing stage, 

different types of top stitching have been added on top of 

the 3D spacer fabric to investigate the relationship 

between the compression properties and top stitching 

applied as well as the relationship between the distortion 

of fabric and the density, direction and pattern of the top 

stitching applied. 

 

2. Methodology  

A spacer fabric sample was used in this study to prepare 

48 specimens. The spacer fabric used is produced on a 

GE296 high speed double-needle bar Raschel machine of 

six yarn guide bars, supported by Wuyang Warp Knitting 

Machine Ltd, Changzhou, Jiangsu, China. The machine 

gauge used is E18 and the material used is 300D/96F 

polyester multifilament. The structure of the sample is 

having chain and inlay on both top and bottom outer 

layer, and 1 lapping in spacer layer. It has 7.57 ± 

0.08mm for thickness; 900/11 ± 9.01g/m2 for areal 

density and 37.95 stitches per cm2. 

 

The specimens are produced by applying different types 

of top stitching, including different distance between 

lines of top stitching, different angle of lines of top 

stitching, different number of set of top stitching, and 

different direction of top stitching, on the spacer fabric 

100mm × 100mm in size using Brother S6200-403 UBT 

Lockstitch machine. The thread used is spun polyester 

thread (SZFR1851664) from COATS, the sewing speed 

used is about 500 stitches per minute and the stitch 

length is 1.5mm. 

 

After the specimen preparation, the specimens of the 

spacer fabrics were tested on an INSTRON 5566 device 

from Instron Worldwide Headquarters, Norwood, 

Massachusetts, USA) set up with two compression 

circular platens of 150mm in diameter according to the 

Standard Test Methods for Rubber Properties in 

Compression ASTM D 575 to evaluate their compression 

properties. The compression tests were conducted at a 

speed of 12mm/min up to a deformation until the 

thickness of each specimen have been reduced for 5mm 

or when the load is greater than 10kN in a standard 

condition of 20°C and 65% relative humidity. 

 

Four tests were carried out for each sample with four 

specimens with same configuration under the standard 

condition mentioned above. Each compressive 

extension-compressive load curve presented is an 

average of three experimental results with the most 

deviated result being removed since there is always 

deviation among the specimens prepared for each 

sample, which may be due to the problems and 

difficulties related to sewing during specimen 

preparation. 

 

Also, the specimens have been scanned and the interior 

angle between the wale and course direction has been 

measured using computer-aided design software to 

evaluate the relationship between fabric distortion and 

different types of top stitching. 

 

Table 1 Specimens produced with different distance 

between lines of top stitching. 
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Specimen Distance between lines of top 

stitching 

(mm) 

D1 

 

5mm 

 

D2 

 

10mm 

 

D3 

 

40mm 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Direction of sewing on specimen D1, D2 and 

D3. 

 

Table 2 Specimens produced with different angle of lines 

of top stitching. 

Remark: The distance between adjacent lines of top 

stitching is 10mm for all the above specimens. 

Specimen Angle of lines of top stitching 

(to the wale direction) 

A1 

 

0° 

 

A2 

 

30° 

 

A3 

 

45° 

 

A4 60° 

 

 
A5 

 

90° 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Direction of sewing on specimen A1, A2, A3, A4 

and A5. 

 

Table 3 Specimens produced with different number of set 

of top stitching. 

Remark: The distance between adjacent lines of top 

stitching is 10mm for all the above specimens. 

Specimen Number of set of top 

stitching 

N1 

 

1 

 

N2 

 

2 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Direction of sewing for different set of top 

stitching on specimen N1, N2 and N3.  

 

Remarks: The distance between adjacent lines of top 

stitching in each set is 10mm for all the above specimens. 

In addition, serious sewing problems have occurred 

when preparing the specimen N3, so it has been 

removed from the study. 

 

Table 4 Specimens produced with different direction of 

top stitching. 

Remark: The distance between adjacent lines of top 

stitching is 10mm for all the above specimens. 
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Specimen Direction of top stitching 

W1 

 

Forward 

 

W2 

 

Forward and backward 

(alternatively) 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Direction of sewing on specimen W1 and W2. 

 

3. Results  

 

The compressive load-extension curves for the 

specimens produced with different distance between 

lines of top stitching are shown in Figure 5.  The raw 

spacer fabric exhibits a rapid increase of the compression 

load when the compressive extension is lower than 2mm. 

Subsequently, a long plateau with relatively constant 

load was observed. It can also be found that the 

compressive resistance of the fabric decreases 

significantly after adding top stitching. This can be 

explained that the stitches added during the sewing 

process change the geometrical configuration of the 

spacer yarns in the fabric. Both the top and bottom 

layers were sewn together thereby the spacer yarns 

close to the top stitching tilted along the walewise 

direction. It can also be found from the previous studies 

that the compressive load of the spacer yarn depends on 

the initial geometrical shape and the binging condition 

[2,3]. Higher compressive load can be obtained when the 

spacer yarn are oriented to the direction of compression. 

Therefore, the compressive performance of the fabric is 

greatly reduced after the sewing process. It is obvious 

that the load level decreases when the distance between 

lines of top stitching decreases. It is because that the 

specimens with less distance between lines of top 

stitching have a higher density of stitches. For the fabric 

with the highest density of stitches, its plateau stage 

disappeared and it enters the densification stage directly 

because the sewing process can decrease the thickness 

of the 3D spacer fabric while the space between the two 

outer layers decreases. Therefore, the fabric with less 

distance between lines of top stitching is easier to enter 

densification stage. 

 

Figure 5. Compressive load-compressive extension 

curves for specimen D1, D2, and D3 compared with 

untreated 3D spacer fabric. 
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Figure 6. Compressive load-compressive extension 

graph for specimen A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5 compared with 

untreated 3D spacer fabric. 

 

The compressive load-extension curves for the 

specimens sewn with different angles of lines of top 

stitching are shown in Figure 6. It is similar to the result 

of the fabrics with different distance between lines of top 

stitching. The compressive resistances of the specimens 

reduced significantly. It shows that the larger the angles 

of lines of top stitching, the lower the compressive 

resistances. The top stitching with an angle to the 

walewise direction makes the spacer yarns tilting to both 

walewise and coursewise directions. This kind of tilting 

makes the spacer yarns easier to shear and thereby 

lowered the compressive resistance of the specimens. 
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Figure 7. Compressive load-compressive extension 

graph for specimen N1 and N2 compared with untreated 

3D spacer fabric. 

 

The compressive load-extension curves for the 

specimens sewn with different sets of top stitching are 

shown in Figure 7. The results are as expected that the 

specimens sewn with two sets of top stitching have a 

lower compressive resistance. The reason is as same as 

the effect of the different angles of lines of top stitching 

that two sets of stitch can make the spacer yarns tilting 

to both walewise and coursewise directions. The tilted 

spacer yarns are easier to shear under compression, and 

therefore reduce the compressive resistance. 
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Figure 8. Compressive load-compressive extension 

graph for specimen W1 and W2 compared with untreated 

3D spacer fabric. 

 

The compressive load-extension curves for the 

specimens sewn with one-way and two-way top stitching 

are shown in Figure 8. The specimens sewn with two-way 

top stitching possesses lower compressive resistance 

when compared with those sewn with one-way top 

stitching. Two-way stitching disturbed the distribution of 

the spacer yarns. In this way, the spacer yarns are 

getting less oriented to the compressive directions. 

The specimens tend to distort after having top stitching 

on it. 

 
 

Figure 9. Dimensional differences of 3D spacer fabric 

before and after applying top stitching. 

 

For specimens with different distance between lines of 

top stitching, the interior angle between the wale and 

course directions range from 72.56° to 86.43°. It is 

found that the interior angle is sharper when the distance 

between lines of top stitching is closer. 

 

Table 5 Interior angle between wale and course 

directions for specimen with different distance between 

lines of top stitching. 

Specimen Interior angle between wale and 

course directions 

D1 72.56° 

D2 76.62° 

D3 83.88° 

D4 86.43° 

 

Table 6 Interior angle between wale and course 

directions for specimen with different interior angle of 

lines of top stitching. 

 

Specimen Interior angle between wale and 

course directions 

A1 79.68° 

A2 78.09° 

A3 81.50° 

A4 77.52° 

A5 81.82° 

 

For specimens with different angle of lines of top 

stitching, the interior angle between wale and course 

directions range from 77.52° to 81.82°. It is found that 

there is no significant relationship between the angle of 

lines of top stitching and the interior angle measured 

between the wale and course directions on the distorted 

specimens. 

 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

 

This study focuses on the effect of top stitching on 3D 

spacer fabric, which has not been studied before, as the 

application of 3D spacer fabric is still under development 

and this study provided a general evaluation about the 

effect of different types is very useful for manufacturing. 

It is found that adding top stitching on 3D spacer fabric 

generally reduces the compression properties of the 3D 

spacer fabric. And 3D spacer fabric tends to distort after 

having top stitching on it. The interior angle between the 

wale and course direction is sharper when the distance 

between lines of top stitching is closer, while there is no 

significant relationship between the angle of lines of top 

stitching and the interior angle between wale and course 

directions. 

The greatest limitation in this study is related to the 

sewing machine used. Most of the sewing machine 

available in the market is designed for sewing much 

thinner textile, and not very suitable for sewing 3D 

spacer fabric which has a thickness from 5.64mm to 

10.62mm in general [3]. The presser foot of the sewing 

machine failed to press the 3D spacer fabric down during 

stitch formation and the spun polyester thread used in 

this study is not strong enough to sew 3D spacer fabric 

and it breaks during the sewing process even when the 

stitch density and tension has been adjusted to the 

lowest level of the sewing machine. 
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Abstract 

The appearance and property of woven fabric depend on 

not only material, yarn and fabric structure but also their 

combining effects. In this paper, woven fabric design 

was conducted to achieve innovative fabric appearance 

by approaches for the design of combining effects of yarn 

and weave. A light fabric with the features of three 

dimensional appearance and soft metallic luster was 

developed by the combination of different yarns and 

fabric weave. Through combining different weaves, 

together with yarn design, the mock leno combined 

fabric was designed with clear holes and multi-structure 

features. Based on the interaction effect between yarn 

colour and fabric weave, jacquard fabrics with 

single-colour pattern were designed and produced by the 

approach of the warp-satin and weft-sateen weaves 

combination and by applying the grayscale shading 

technology respectively. These approaches provide 

effective means by which to design woven fabrics with 

innovative features. 

 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the fabric appearance is a very important 

aspect in woven fabric design. Shape design, color 

design, material design, and pattern design are four 

visual design elements for woven fabric which is closely 

related to the fabric appearance. Many engineering 

approaches have been made so far to create special 

effects on fabric surface appearance. Briscoe et al. (1993) 

studied the effect of fabric weave and surface texture 

based on raw material properties. Schindler and Hauser 

(2004) mentioned the virtual wrinkle making on fabric 

surface by chemical processing and overfeed-heat 

stabilization techniques. Ondogan et al. (2005) applied 

laser method to make patterned appearance in denim 

fabric. Jiang et al. (2006) achieved metallic effect on 

cotton and polyester fabric surface by the chemical silver 

plating technique. Semnani et al. (2008) produced the 

fabric with waveform surface by using hybrid 

cotton/high-shrink polyester yarn. Wang et al. (2011) 

developed polymeric optical fiber jacquard fabric with 

dynamic pattern display using polymer optical fibers as 

weft threads. However, with the growing demands for 

the development of woven fabric with innovative 

appearance features, more feasible approaches should 

be further explored to enhance the aesthetic 

performance of woven fabrics and thus promote the 

developments and innovations in woven fabric design 

creation. 

 

In this study, woven fabric design was conducted to 

achieve innovative fabric appearance by approaches for 

the design of combining effects of yarn and weave. 

Through the combination of different yarns and fabric 

weave, a light fabric with the features of three 

dimensional appearance and soft metallic luster was 

developed. The mock leno combined fabric was designed 

with clear holes and multi-structure features by 

combining different weaves, together with yarn design. 

Based on the interaction effect between yarn colour and 

fabric weave, jacquard fabrics with single-colour pattern 

were designed and produced by the approach of the 

warp-satin and weft-sateen weaves combination and by 

applying the grayscale shading technology respectively. 

These approaches provide effective means by which to 

design woven fabrics with innovative features. 

  

2. Design principles and methods  

The appearance and property of woven fabric depend on 

not only material, yarn and fabric structure but also their 

combining effects. Therefore, through the design on the 

combining effects between yarn and fabric structure, a 

variety of innovative appearance features could be 

created for woven fabrics. 

 

2.1 Approach 1 

 

Combination of different yarns with fabric weaves 

 

Yarn used in a fabric has a great impact on the fabric 

appearance and property. Yarn design elements for 

woven fabric include yarn type, yarn liner density, yarn 

twist and yarn colour. Fancy or effect yarns combined 

with different weaves and structures give an almost 

endless variety of possibilities for the designer. Yarn liner 

density, yarn twist and their arrangement also affect the 

fabric appearance. Yarn colour is very important for 

woven fabric design because the fabric colour comes 

from yarn colour used but in the form of woven fabric 

structure. Various coloured patterns, called „colour and 

weave effects‟, can be obtained in fabric by combining 

coloured yarns and weaves.  

 

Based on the fabric weave, through the yarn selection 

and the design of yarn pattern in fabric, a variety of 

special effects can be created on fabric surface such as 

rib and cord effects, stripe and check effects, colour 

transition, and even three dimensional form.   

 

Seersucker is a fabric characterized by the presence of 

puckered and relatively flat sections on fabric surface 

which is achieved by using warp yarns in different 

tensions, yarns in low tension for puckered section and 

yarns in high tension for flat section. Three dimensional 

forms could be created on fabric surface by using yarns 

having different shrinkage properties such as high twist 

and normal twist yarns, normal yarns combined with 

elastic yarns and so on. These yarns may be combined in 

the warp and /or the weft. Through the design of yarn 

colour pattern in the fabric, colour transition and colour 

contrast effects could be developed, endowing the fabric 

with the unique appearance. 

 

2.2 Approach 2 

 

Combination of different weaves, together with yarn 

design 

 

For woven fabric, plain, twill and sateen are three 

fundamental weaves which form the basis of even the 

most complex weaves. As a result, a lot of derivatives 

are constructed by means of developing three basic 

weaves. However, fabrics woven with these weaves, 

basic weaves and their derivatives, normally have 

regular, even and smooth surface. Therefore, in order to 

create uneven, irregular and even more special visual 

effects on fabric surface, different weaves including basic 

weaves and their derivatives may be combined together 
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through design. Moreover, the introduction of different 

yarns will enhance these effects. 

   

The typical fabric created using the combined weave is 

the honeycomb fabric. In this fabric, the warp and weft 

threads form ridges and hollows which give a cell like 

appearance to the textures. Another interesting fabric is 

the mock leno fabric which combines the plain weave and 

rib weave. This fabric forms an open structure with small 

holes or gaps similar to leno weave fabrics. Therefore, 

through utilizing the combined effects of different 

weaves, together with the yarn design, a variety of 

innovative fabrics may be developed with the desired 

surface appearance.   

 

2.3 Approach 3 

 

Combination of the warp-satin and weft-sateen weaves 

for single-colour pattern 

 

Sateen is a weft-faced weave and satin is a warp-faced 

weave with the features of long weft or warp floats on the 

face of the fabric. In sateen weave the surface of the 

fabric consists almost entirely of weft floats while the 

fabric surface by satin weave is almost covered by warp 

floats. Therefore, if the different coloured yarns for warp 

and weft are used in the woven fabric, the sateen weave 

will mainly show the weft yarn colour on the fabric 

surface while the warp yarn colour will be presented on 

the fabric surface by using satin weave. This is very 

useful for pattern creation on woven fabric surface. 

In the practical design of single colour pattern for woven 

fabric, both the warp-satin weave and weft-sateen 

weave are applied, one for ground weave and the other 

for pattern. Therefore, a variety of coloured patterns can 

be easily created on the fabric surface. 

 

2.4 Approach 4 

 

Grayscale shading technology 

  

In photography and computing, a grayscale or grayscale 

digital image is an image in which the value of each pixel 

is a single sample, that is, it carries only intensity 

information. It is composed of shades of gray, varying 

from black at the weakest intensity to white at the 

strongest. In other words, a series of shades of gray are 

used to form a grayscale image. In this respect, the 

grayscale shading technology could be applied on the 

figure creation for woven fabric. 

 

With regard to woven fabric structure, a series of weaves, 

together with yarn colour design, could be designed to 

express figures with rich shading effects on the woven 

fabric, which has a similar approach for producing gray 

images using the shades of gray. Some weaves such as 

sateen and satin as well as broken twill are suitable to be 

served as base weaves for the shaded weave design. For 

example, if the sateen weave is adopted with black 

colour warp yarn and white colour weft yarn for woven 

fabric, through gradually adding warp floats to the 

sateen weave in an order, a series of shaded weaves, 

varying from sateen weave to satin weave with the 

corresponding change from white to black, can be 

developed to display grayscale shading figure on the 

fabric surface.  

 

3 Design illustration 

Based on the above mentioned approaches, woven fabric 

samples were designed and produced on a jacquard 

loom. The fabric specifications are given in Table 1. 

 

3.1 Sample 1 

 

As stated in Table 1, Sample 1 is a plain weave fabric. 

But two types of special yarns, metallic yarn and elastic 

yarn, were used as weft yarns for enhancing the 

aesthetic performance of fabric. The metallic yarns used 

in this sample have five colours (a: metallic bronze, b: 

metallic gold, c: metallic silver, d: metallic copper, e: 

metallic russett) in a group and they were arranged in 

the sequence of 1a1b1c1d1e. Thus a metallic shading 

effect was created on the fabric surface, as shown in 

Figure 1.  

 

In addition, several elastic yarns were inserted as wefts 

between metallic yarn groups to form the three 

dimensional appearance of fabric. Because of the 

different shrinkage properties of elastic yarn and metallic 

yarn, when the fabric section made of elastic weft yarns 

shrank along weft direction the fabric section using 

metallic yarns as wefts was puckered and thus a three 

dimensional form was created on the fabric, as shown in 

Figure 1. The shape, amount and size of these puckers of 

the fabric mainly depend on the yarns selected and their 

arrangement for the fabric. Therefore, through the 

design of yarns and their arrangement in the fabric, a 

variety of innovative fabrics featured with desired three 

dimensional appearance may be developed. 

   

As shown in Figure 1, through the yarn design based on 

a plain weave, the developed fabric presents unique soft 

metallic luster, colour shading effect as well as three 

dimensional appearance. This fabric is suitable for 

apparel and home furnishing. 

 

 
Figure 1. Metallic yarn crepe 
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Table 1 Fabric specifications 

 Fabric content Yarn count Colour Fabric sett Weave 

Sample 1 

Warp thread Polyester 11 tex White 47 ends/cm 
Plain 

Weft thread Polyester, nylon, polyurethane 17 tex Metallic colour 15 picks/cm 

Sample 2 

Warp thread Polyester 11 tex White 47 ends/cm Plain, waved 

twill, mock 

leno 
Weft thread 

Polyester 11 tex, 21 tex White 
18 picks/cm 

Sample 3 

Warp thread Polyester 11 tex White 47 ends/cm 5 end sateen 

and satin Weft thread Polyester 11 tex Blue 40 picks/cm 

Sample 4 

Warp thread Polyester 11 tex White 47 ends/cm Sateen 

based 

grayscale 

shading 

weaves 

Weft thread Polyester 11 tex Black 40 picks/cm 

 

 

3.2  Sample 2 

 

Sample 2 was developed based on the combination of 

mock leno weave with vertical waved twill and plain 

weave. Mock leno weave forms an open structure with 

small holes or gaps on the fabric while vertical waved 

twill presents waved twill lines on the fabric surface. 

Because different weaves endow woven fabric with 

different texture and appearance, through the design of 

different weaves and their arrangement in the fabric, the 

combined effect of weaves could be achieved which 

enhances the decorative effect of the fabric.  In Sample 

2, three weaves, mock leno, vertical waved twill and 

plain weaves, were arranged along warp direction and 

the resultant fabric showed the variation of texture on 

the surface compared to single weave fabric. If the 

colour yarn and fancy yarn could be included in the fabric, 

more attractive appearance is expected to be obtained 

for better aesthetic performance of fabric. As shown in 

Figurer 2, Sample 2 shows clear holes combining with 

waved twill pattern as well as texture variation on the 

fabric surface.    

 

 

Figure 2. Mock leno combined fabric 

3.3 Sample 3 

 

Blue and white wares designate white pottery and 

porcelain decorated under the glaze with a blue pigment, 

generally cobalt oxide. In Sample 3, a pattern normally 

used for blue and white porcelain was applied on woven 

fabric to produce a tablecloth. This is a single blue colour 

pattern  and  thus  the  approach  of  the  

warp-satin and weft-sateen weaves combination   could   

be   applied in the   design   of     this   tablecloth.  

As mentioned above, sateen is a weft-faced weave 

mainly showing the weft yarn colour and satin is a 

warp-faced weave displaying the warp yarn colour on the  

 

 

fabric surface. Therefore, a satin weave for ground and a 

sateen weave for pattern with white colour warp yarn 

and blue colour weft yarn were used in this tablecloth. 

The produced fabric is shown in Figure 3. As shown, a 

beautiful blue and white porcelain pattern was created 

on the fabric surface.  

 

 
Figure 3. Blue and white porcelain pattern tablecloth 

3.4 Sample 4 

 

Sample 4 is a grayscale shading landscape work 

developed by grayscale shading technology, as shown in 

Figure 4. As stated in Table 1, white colour warp yarns 

and black colour weft yarns were used in this fabric. In 

order to show the shades of gray in the image, a series of 

weaves based on 8 end sateen were designed, showing 

shading effects from white to black on the woven fabric 

surface. With the help of CAD system for weave, the 

shades of gray in the image were expressed by the 

designed gray shading weaves, As a result, this 

grayscale shading fabric was produced on a jacquard 

loom, as shown in Figure 4.   

 

 
Figure 4.  Grayscale shading landscape fabric  

 

4 Conclusion 

The demands are growing for the development of woven 

fabric with innovative appearance features to enhance 

aesthetic performance of the fabric and thus achieve 

high added value. In this study, four approaches were 
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explored through practical fabric design and production 

to enhance the aesthetic performance of woven fabrics. 

One approach discussed in this paper was based on the 

combination of different yarns with fabric weaves and 

then a light fabric with the features of three dimensional 

appearance and soft metallic luster was developed. The 

mock leno combined fabric was designed with clear holes 

and multi-structure features by combining different 

weaves, together with yarn design. Based on the 

interaction effect between yarn colour and fabric weave, 

a tablecloth with traditional Chinese blue and white 

porcelain pattern was designed and produced by the 

approach of the warp-satin and weft-sateen weaves 

combination and a grayscale shading landscape fabric 

was developed by applying the grayscale shading 

technology respectively. The results of this study will 

promote the developments and innovations in woven 

fabric design creation. 
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Abstract 

The close relationship between textiles, clothing and the 

body lies at the heart of Liz Williamson‟s practice. Her 

recent work continues this pre-occupation, researching, 

examining and revealing the bodily memories 

encapsulated in textiles, and the intimate association 

between clothing and the body. Her Jacquard woven 

artwork has referenced the wear, tear and disintegration of 

the cloths surface along with the repair, darning and 

reconstruction to continue the life of the object. Recent 

work incorporates concepts of protection and the enclosing, 

wrapping, folding and layering properties of cloth. These 

works are subtle, seductive and suggestive, and „a 

mediation on fabric and cloth as a metaphoric and 

precariously mutable form of protection ... Functionality, 

utility and innate body image forms are carefully calibrated 

by a precise range of aesthetic qualities that comprise a 

deeper, subtle view of the complexities and frailties of 

human form and need.‟ (Sangster, G (2010) Liz Williamson: 

Textiles, Craft ACT Gallery, Canberra, ACT.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Author 

Liz Williamson queries the seams of art, design and craft in 

her textile based practice.   Spanning the intricacies of 

hand-woven techniques and experimental digital 

processes, the artistry of her innovative work has made 

her a designer of continuing international relevance 

throughout her career.   

 

Her contributions to the medium through her practice, 

teaching and advocacy saw her selected for the prestigious 

Living Treasures: Masters of Australian Craft award.  A 

solo exhibition titled Liz Williamson: Textiles opened at 

Object Gallery in Sydney , Australia in 2008, before touring 

nationally, accompanied by a book of the same name 

authored by Dr Grace Cochrane.  Williamson‟s textiles 

feature in most of Australia‟s major public collections, 

including the National Gallery of Australia, the National 

Gallery of Victoria and the Powerhouse Museum.   

 

Her pieces embody a fractal of wrapping; cloth wrapped 

over skin, fibre bound to fibre.  This intimacy with the 

surface and texture of the medium is reflected in the 

perpetual manual processes of dying, weaving and binding 

threads to their form.  In an age of unprecedented 

overproduction of textile products, such refined and 

protracted handcraft is easily read as nostalgic, traditional 

or sentimental.  Yet, rather than inheriting a traditional 

identity, Williamson‟s practice expands upon the 

knowledge of the medium and maintains its relevance: 

contributing to its growth and integrating newly available 

technologies with the ancient practice of weaving - all the 

time remaining imbued with the weaver‟s hand.  Further 

challenging mass-production, Williamson‟s pieces 

acknowledge sustainability as a design priority by 

integrating recycled fibres and reviving habits of the past 

such as darning. 

 

 
Figure 1. Line, from the "Containment" series, 2008, jacquard woven, wool blend, silk, rayon 
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